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a b s t r a c t

Variability and small lot size is a common feature for many discrete manufacturing processes designed

to meet a wide array of customer needs. Because of this, job shop schedule often has to be continuously

updated in reaction to changes in production plan. Generally, the aim of preventive maintenance is to

ensure production effectiveness and therefore the preventive maintenance models must have the

ability to be adaptive to changes in job shop schedule.

In this paper, a dynamic opportunistic preventive maintenance model is developed for a multi-

component system with considering changes in job shop schedule. Whenever a job is completed,

preventive maintenance opportunities arise for all the components in the system. An optimal

maintenance practice is dynamically determined by maximizing the short-term cumulative opportu-

nistic maintenance cost savings for the system. The numerical example shows that the scheme

obtained by the proposed model can effectively address the preventive maintenance scheduling

problem caused by the changes in job shop schedule and is more efficient than the ones based on

two other commonly used preventive maintenance models.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

PM (preventive maintenance) optimization is an interesting field
to many scholars and researchers. During the past several decades,
PM problems for single-component deteriorating systems have been
extensively studied in the literature [1–3]. These research results
play a great role in lowering maintenance cost, improving opera-
tional safety and reducing system failures. However, as production
systems become increasingly automated and complex, more and
more attention is being directed to the PM scheduling for multi-
component systems. This has given rise to a number of creative
works, and the focus of which is to understand the interaction
between the components using single-component PM technique as
the basis for multi-component PM optimizing [4,5].

In general, the more interaction there is, the more complex the
model will become. Therefore most of the earlier researches only
take economic dependence into account in modeling the interaction
between components [1]. For example, the maintenance of a system
component usually requires preparatory or set-up work. This set-up
work can be shared when several components are maintained
simultaneously. The cost of this set-up work is called the set-up
cost which may include the down-time cost due to production loss if
ll rights reserved.

.

the system cannot be used during maintenance, or the preparation
cost associated with erecting a scaffolding or disassembling a
machine. More often than not, when PM activities for different
components are executed simultaneously, only one set-up is
needed, which means lower set-up cost. Therefore, grouping PM
activities can create significant cost savings opportunities.

Group maintenance is one of the earliest strategies studied in
multi-component PM modeling which considers the economic
dependence between components. This strategy is usually used to
deal with the system in which parallel components or units exist
and all the components or units are failure independent
[6–10].The common feature shared by these studies is that no
PM activities will be carried out unless the number of the failed
parallel components or units goes beyond the given number n, or
the PM interval reaches the threshold T. Once the PM begins, the
failed components or units will be maintained as a group, which
reduces the set-up cost.

However, for most of the multi-component systems, a single
failure usually causes the stop of the whole system. In such a
system, especially in a serial one, then components usually
depend upon mutually not only in economic aspect but also in
failure aspect. In order to decrease the number of the system stop
and then reduce the downtime cost, a PM combining process is
necessary for the system components. This implies whenever one
of the system components fails or is preventive maintained, PM
opportunities will arise for all the other components in the
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system. Different such opportunistic PM policies have been
developed to decide which of the system components will be
maintained together. Gurler [11] proposes an opportunistic PM
policy for a series system with identical items. The effort is an
extension of the work by Frank [12], who also proposes an
opportunistic policy for such a system. In their models, the
lifetime of the components is described by several stages defined
as good, doubtful, PM due and failed. A replacement is suggested
whenever a component enters a PM due or a down state and the
number of the components in the doubtful states is at least N.
Zhou [13] proposes an opportunistic PM model combined with
dynamic programming, in which the potential cost savings under
different opportunistic PM alternatives are carefully evaluated.
Giacomo[14] investigates a system whose major components
can be maintained only during a planned system downtime.
An exact algorithm is proposed in order to single out the
set of components that must be maintained to guarantee a
required reliability level up to the next planned stop with the
minimum cost.

Because of the complexity of PM modeling, most of the above
researches are focused on the maintenance optimization only and
usually do not consider other factors. However, maintenance
activity is an integral part of a production process and it is
important to consider production demand (i.e. job shop schedule)
in developing optimal PM policies. As a result, we have seen a
growing number of studies in the joint optimization of main-
tenance and production. In this new research area, the initial
efforts are mainly focused on the PM modeling for single-
component systems [15–19]. There are only few papers which
discuss maintenance and production simultaneously on multi-
component systems. Sun [20] deals with the problem of proces-
sing a set of n jobs on two identical machines, in which the
machines need to be maintained regularly and the largest con-
secutive working time for each machine cannot exceed an upper
limit T. Wang [21] deals with a flexible job-shop scheduling
problem for multiple parallel machines with availability con-
straints considered. Each machine is subject to PM during the
planning period and the starting times of PM activities are either
flexible in a time window or fixed beforehand. Lee [22] develops
a model to solve multi-machine scheduling problem with
deteriorating job processing time and periodic maintenance.
Other research efforts can be seen in Ref [23,24]. All these creative
works are greatly promoting the development of research on
maintenance policies for multi-component systems. However, in
most of the studies, the PM plan is usually predetermined and it is
always seen as a constraint of production scheduling. Further-
more, few of these studies take the PM grouping problems into
account. It is always assumed that the PM activities for different
components are mutually independent and each component is
given PM individually. In fact, the grouping of the system PM
activities could lead to a substantial reduction in the maintenance
cost for the whole system [25].
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In this paper, an opportunistic PM model is proposed for
multi-component systems to group the PM activities of the
system components with the integration of production demand
(i.e. changes in job shop schedule caused by unpredictable market
fluctuations) into the maintenance decisions. An optimal PM
practice is dynamically determined by minimizing the short-term
cumulative opportunistic PM cost for the whole system. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a detailed
problem description. Section 3 is devoted to the PM optimization
modeling for the multi-component systems, which includes the
component level PM modeling and the system level PM modeling.
In Section 4, a decision rule is obtained to simplify the PM
decision process. Finally, a numerical example and a result
analysis are provided in Section 5 for the proposed PM model.
2. Problem description

In response to fierce competition in the global market and fast-
changing customer needs, companies and businesses all over the
world have worked hard to produce a large variety of products in
small batch sizes. Market fluctuations often lead to the adjust-
ment of production plans and subsequently the changes in job
shop schedule. To ensure production quality, the PM activities are
normally prohibited throughout a job and usually performed in
between the jobs. As the changes in job shop schedule inevitably
affect the arrangement of the PM activities, a short-term PM
optimization is obviously necessary. Fig. 1 gives the relationship
between the PM activities and the job shop schedule under such a
circumstance. In this figure, the PM activity for component 1 is
originally planned to be preformed during Job kþ1. This is not
permitted. Therefore the PM activity has to be moved to the time
tk or tkþ1 to ensure a smooth production process.

On the other hand, the components in a multi-component
system always interact with and support each other. Whenever
one of the components stops to perform a PM action, the whole
system must be stopped. At that time, PM opportunities arise for
the other components in the system because combining PM
activities can reduce the system-dependent cost (i.e. downtime
cost) which is called ‘‘set-up cost’’ [25]. In Fig. 1, the PM actions of
component 1, 2 and j originally occur in job kþ1 and therefore
they can be preventive maintained at time either tk or tkþ1. If they
are preventive maintained together at time tk or tkþ1, the number
of system stop may decrease, which can yield a considerable
saving in the downtime cost of the whole system.

Based on the above consideration, this paper tries to propose a
dynamic opportunistic PM policy for a multi-component system
under the constraint of frequently changing job shop schedule.
Whenever a job finishes, PM opportunities arise for the compo-
nents whose PM activities are originally scheduled to be imple-
mented during the next job. Since the job information is only
available in the short-term, which is caused by the changes in job
k+3 n

tivities and job shop schedule.
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shop schedule, it is supposed that the decision interval depends
on the duration of the next job. Thus the decision process can be
described as follows.

Step 1: Original PM interval calculation—component level.
Calculate the PM interval for each component individually by
using the single-component PM model given in Section 3.1.

Step 2: Opportunistic PM cost determination for each compo-
nent of the system—system level. When job k (k¼1,2,y,n)
finishes, all the PM activities originally scheduled to be
performed during job kþ1 will have the opportunities to be
advanced or postponed, resulting in the opportunistic PM cost
savings for all the components involved.

Step 3: PM activity grouping and decision making—system
level. The cumulative cost savings of the opportunistic PM
are determined for every possible PM grouping alternatives.
The maintenance decision is based on the most cost-effective
opportunistic PM group.

Step 2 and Step 3 will be repeated whenever a job finishes.
3. PM optimization modeling

3.1. Original PM interval calculation–component level

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the number of the components
considered in each decision cycle depends on the original PM
interval of each component which can be determined based on
the single-component PM models.

Commonly, the reliability of the system component j can be
defined as

R¼ exp �

Z To
j

0
hjðtÞdt

 !
ð1Þ

where To
j and hj(t) are the original PM interval and the hazard rate

function for component j , respectively.
R To

j

0 hjðtÞdt represents the
cumulative failure risk in the PM cycle. Suppose the PM activity is
perfect and it can restore the status of the component to as good
as new, and all the failures that occur in the PM cycle are
minimally repaired. Then the total maintenance cost per unit
time for component j in every PM cycle can be evaluated as

cj ¼
ðcsþcp

j Þt
pþCc

j

R To
j

0 hjðtÞdt

To
j þtp

ð2Þ

where cs is the system downtime cost per unit time, cp
j is the PM

cost per unit time for component j, Cc
j is the minimal repair cost

caused by the breakdown of component j, and tp is the PM
duration which is equal for every components. By minimizing cj,
the original PM interval To

j for component j can be obtained.

3.2. Opportunistic PM cost determination for each component–

system level

For an n-component system, PM opportunities will arise for
system components whenever a job finishes. As shown in Fig. 1,
when job k finishes, component j has the opportunity to perform a
PM action at t¼tk or postpone its PM action until t¼tkþ1 since its
original PM action is scheduled to be performed during the next
job. If component j is preventive maintained at t¼tk, the oppor-
tunistic PM cost savings can be evaluated as

CO
jk ¼ CD

jkþCM
jk�CP

jk ð3Þ

where CD
jk is the downtime cost savings, CM

jk is the maintenance
cost savings and CP

jk is the punishment cost associated with the
changing of the original PM schedule.
According to the single-component PM model proposed in
Section 3.1, the downtime cost savings can be represented as

CD
jk ¼ Zjkcstp for ZjkAð0,1Þ ð4Þ

where Zjk¼1 if there are other PM actions scheduled at t¼tk,
Otherwise Zjk¼0. Zjk¼1 means that component j will be per-
formed the PM action together with other components. Conse-
quently the number of system stop will decrease and the system
downtime cost caused by the PM action of component j can
be saved.

The advancement or postponement of the PM action may alter
the cumulative failure risk for component j in the current PM
cycle. Suppose the PM cost cp

j remains unchanged, then the
maintenance cost savings can be shown as

CM
jk ¼ cp

j t
pþCc

j

Z To
j

0
hiðtÞdt

 !
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

orignal cost

� cp
j t

pþCc
j

Z Tn
j

0
hiðtÞdt

 !
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

new cost

¼ Cc
j

Z To
j

0
hiðtÞdt�

Z Tn
j

0
hiðtÞdt

 !

¼ Cc
j

Z To
j

Tn
j

hiðtÞdt ð5Þ

where Tn
j is the new PM interval for component j after the

advancement or postponement of the PM action.
Furthermore, since a perfect PM can restore the status of the

component to as good as new, it is obvious that the change of the
current PM interval will not affect the later PM intervals. This
implies that the later PM intervals for component j are still equal to
To

j . Thus, if the current PM action is advanced or postponed
Dt¼ To

j�Tn
j , all the later PM actions will be advanced or postponed

Dt too. This may result in an increase or decrease of the number of
PM in the later time horizon and subsequently an increase or
decrease of the maintenance cost of the system. Therefore the
punishment cost can be constructed on the increased or decreased
maintenance cost in the later time horizon because of the change of
the current PM action. Based on the above consideration, in this
paper the punishment cost for component j is defined as

CP
jk ¼

Z To
j

Tn
j

cjðtÞdt ð6Þ

where cj(t), which can be deduced from Eq. (2), is the total
maintenance cost per unit time in every PM cycle and it can be
evaluated as

cjðtÞ ¼
csþcp

j

� �
tpþCc

j

R t
0 hjðtÞdt

tþtp
ð7Þ

3.3. PM activity grouping and decision making—system level

Suppose when job k finishes at time t¼tk, there are m

(mA(1,2,&y,n)) components whose PM activities will be per-
formed during job kþ1 according to the original PM schedule.
At that time, all these components have the opportunities to be
preventive maintained at time t¼tk or at time t¼tkþ1, depending
on the cumulative opportunistic PM cost savings of the PM
combination G. Assume that r(rA(1,2,&y,m)) components, form-
ing the PM combination Ga, are preventive maintained at time
t¼tk, and s(sA(1,2,&y,m)) components, forming the PM combi-
nation Gb, are preventive maintained at time t¼tkþ1. s, r, Ga and
Gb satisfy

rþs¼m

Ga
[ Gb
¼ G

�
ð8Þ
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Then the cumulative opportunistic PM cost savings for PM
combination G is

CO
G ¼ Co

GaþCo
Gb

¼
Xr

j ¼ 1

Co
jkþ

Xs

j ¼ 1

Co
jðkþ1Þ

¼ CD
Gþ

Xr

j ¼ 1

ðCM
jkþCP

jkÞþ
Xs

j ¼ 1

ðCM
jðkþ1Þ þCP

jðkþ1ÞÞ ð9Þ

where CD
G is the cumulative downtime cost savings for PM

combination G. CD
G satisfies

CD
G ¼

Xr

j ¼ 1

ZjkCD
jkþ

Xs

j ¼ 1

Zjðkþ1ÞC
D
jðkþ1Þ

¼ ðr�1þZÞcstpþðs�1þmÞcstp f or ZAð0,1Þ uAð0,1Þ

¼ ðm�2þZþmÞcstp ð10Þ

where Z¼1 if there are PM activities postponed to the end of job k

in the former decision cycle, otherwise Z¼0. u¼1 if s¼0, other-
wise u¼0.

With the change of r and s, all the alternatives for the PM
combinations can be determined. The decision making is based on
the optimal PM combination G which can be obtained by max-
imizing the cumulative opportunistic PM cost savings CO

G . All the
PM activities in the combination Ga will be performed in the
interval of job k and job kþ1, and those in the combination Gb will
be implemented after job kþ1 finishes.
4. Model simplification

The proposed PM model in Section 3 gives a dynamic PM
scheduling technique under the constraint of changing job shop
schedule. However, as the number of system components increases,
the number of the PM group G will increase exponentially and the
decision process will become more and more complex. Therefore it
is necessary to simplify the proposed PM model.

According to the original PM schedule illustrated in Fig. 2, the
PM moment of component 1 is very close to the PM moments of
other components. In such an instance, these components can be
treated as a component group, and the PM activities for all the
components in this group can be advanced or postponed simul-
taneously. Thus the number of the PM group G will decrease.

For an n-component system, a component grouping activity
can be implemented based on the following decision rule

To
j�min To

1,To
2, � � � ,To

n

� �
min To

1,To
2, � � � ,To

n

� � re ð11Þ
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Fig. 2. Component grouping.
where jA(1,2,y,n). The value of e depends on the required
precision of the decision process. Usually 0rer0.5. Without
loss of generality, here suppose To

1rTo
2r � � �rTo

l r � � �rTo
n and

component l is the first component which does not satisfy the
above decision rule. Then the residue components (l,lþ1,y,n)
will begin a new component grouping activity. This process will
not stop until all the components are grouped.

Based on this decision rule, the number of the PM group G will
decrease and the whole decision process can be simplified.

5. Numerical example

An 8-component system is considered here. It is assumed that
the hazard rate function for each component is a Weibull
hjðtÞ ¼ ðaj=bjÞ ðt=bjÞ

aj�1. A numerical simulation is implemented
to do the optimization and the simulation software is Matlab. The
original parameters and the optimal results for each single
component are listed in Table 1.

Table 2 gives the original job shop schedule where Tjob
k (unit in

hours) represents the duration of job k. A PM optimization is
implemented on these 8 components. Fig. 3 gives an example to
show the application of the proposed PM model. The gray area
implies that the decision cycles for these components in job 1 and
job 2 have completed. The current decision interval is throughout
job 3. There are five components whose PM activities are
originally scheduled to be performed during job 3 as shown in
Fig. 3, and they are component 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6. In order to
simplify the decision process, a component grouping activity is
implemented on these five components based on Eq. (11).

Here To
1oTo

2oTo
3rTo

4rTo
6. Suppose e¼0.15. Component

1 and component 2 satisfy

To
2�min To

1,To
2

� �
min To

1,To
2

� � ¼
49�43

43
¼ 0:14oe¼ 0:15

and they form a component group. For component 3,

To
3�min To

1,To
2,To

3

� �
min To

1,To
2,To

3

� � ¼
52�43

43
¼ 0:214e¼ 0:15

and therefore the residue components, including component 3,
4 and 6, will start a new grouping process. Component 3 and
component 4 satisfy

To
4�min To

3,To
4

� �
min To

3,To
4

� � ¼
56�52

52
¼ 0:08oe¼ 0:15

and they form a new component group. For component 6

To
6�min To

3,To
4,To

6

� �
min To

3,To
4,To

6

� � ¼
65�52

52
¼ 0:254e¼ 0:15

and therefore component 6 itself forms a component group.
Thus these five components form three component groups

which are (1, 2), (3, 4) and (6). This means component 1 and
2 must advance or postpone their PM activities simultaneously in
the current decision cycle and so must component 3 and 4 do.
Table 1
Original parameters and corresponding optimal results for each component.

j (aj,bj) cp
j (f/h) cs(f/h) tp(f/h) Cc

j (f) Tj(h) cj(f/h)

1 (2, 50) 10

10 2

200 43 1.711

2 (2.6, 112) 15 253 49 1.559

3 (2, 115) 15 225 52 1.778

4 (2.4, 125) 15 228 56 1.434

5 (2.4, 136) 17 180 61 1.427

6 (2.5, 118) 27 212 65 1.817

7 (1.8, 140) 20 240 71 1.791

8 (1.6, 135) 28 270 81 2.352



Table 2
Job shop schedule (unit in hours).

k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
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Fig. 3. Original PM activities in Job 3.

Table 3
Decision alternatives.

Alternative ID Alternative

Ga Gb

1 (1,2),(3,4),(6) –

2 – (1,2),(3,4),(6)

3 (1,2),(3,4) (6)

4 (6) (1,2),(3,4)

5 (1,2), (6) (3,4)

6 (3,4) (1,2), (6)

7 (1,2) (3,4),(6)

8 (3,4),(6) (1,2)
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According to the PM activity grouping rule proposed in Section
3.3, the three component groups generate 8 decision alternatives
as illustrated in Table 3.

Table 4 gives the cumulative opportunistic PM cost savings for
each decision alternative.

In Table 4, the biggest cumulative opportunistic PM cost
savings is 59.740 and therefore the optimal combination is
Ga
¼{(1,2)},Gb

¼{(3,4),(6)}. This means component 1 and 2 will
be preventive maintained at the beginning of job 3, and compo-
nent 3, 4 and 6 will be preventive maintained at the end of job 3.
Furthermore, the calculation of CD

G is based on Eq. (10). For
example, for alternative 1, all the PM actions of the components
are advanced to the beginning of job 3, and therefore

CD
G ¼

Xr

j ¼ 1

Zj2CD
j2þ

Xs

j ¼ 1

Zj3CD
j3

¼ ðm�2þZþmÞcstp

¼ ð5�2þ1þ1Þ � 10� 2

¼ 100

The above decision process will be repeated whenever a job is
completed. Table 5 gives the optimal PM schedule throughout the
given job shop schedule which is illustrated in Table 2.
6. Discussion

In reality, there are two other common PM optimization
methods for this kind of n-component systems. One is that all
the PM activities originally scheduled in job k are performed
simultaneously ahead of job k. This is referred to as model 1. The
other, referred to as model 2, is that all these PM activities are
postponed to the end of job k.

In order to prove the viability of the proposed PM model, a
comparison is made between the three PM models in terms of
the cumulative cost for maintenance per unit time throughout the
given time interval [0, T]. The calculation of the total maintenance
cost is based on the following rules.
1)
 Once component j is preventive maintained, the cumulative
cost for maintenance increases cp

j t
pþCc

j

R Tn
j

0 hjðtÞdt.

2)
 Whenever the multi-component system stops performing a

PM action, the cumulative cost for maintenance increases cstp.

3)
 If no PM action is performed on component j right at time t¼T,

the cumulative cost for maintenance increases cj � Tn

j where
Tn

j is the amount of time passed since the last PM action for
component j. Tn

j satisfies

Tn

j ¼ T�
XNj

i ¼ 1

ðTn
j þtpÞ ð12Þ

where Nj is the number of the PM actions for component j

throughout [0,T].

According to the above rules, the cumulative cost for main-
tenance per unit time throughout [0,T] can be evaluated as

c¼

PM
k ¼ 1

Prþ s

j ¼ 1,jAGa
[Gb

cp
j t

pþCc
j

R Tn
j

0 hjðtÞdt
� �

þZkcstp

 !
þ
Pn

j ¼ 1

cj T�
PNj

i ¼ 1

ðTn
j þtpÞ

 !

T

ð13Þ

where M represents the number of the jobs during [0, T] and
ZkA(0,1). Zk¼1 if there are PM activities at the end of job k, otherwise
Zk¼0. Eq. (13) can be used for the calculation of the cumulative cost
for maintenance for all of the above three PM models.



Table 4
Cumulative savings of opportunistic PM cost.

Alternative ID CD
G(f) CM

j2(f) CP
j2(f)

CO
G(f)

j¼1 j¼2 j¼3 j¼4 j¼6 j¼1 j¼2 j¼3 j¼4 j¼6

1 100 14.799 18.751 27.917 24.338 38.142 �16.873 �25.585 �35.245 �35.251 �62.213 48.780

2 80 �67.101 �50.906 �41.752 �27.001 �14.743 52.526 37.687 35.750 22.806 13.588 40.854

3 80 14.799 18.751 27.917 24.338 �14.743 �16.873 �25.585 �35.245 �35.251 13.588 51.696

4 80 �67.101 �50.906 �41.752 �27.001 38.142 52.526 37.687 35.750 22.806 �62.213 17.938

5 80 14.799 18.751 �41.752 �27.001 38.142 �16.873 �25.585 35.750 22.806 �62.213 36.824

6 80 �67.101 �50.906 27.917 24.338 �14.743 52.526 37.687 �35.245 �35.251 13.588 32.810

7 80 14.799 18.751 �41.752 �27.001 �14.743 �16.873 �25.585 35.750 22.806 13.588 59.740

8 80 �67.101 �50.906 27.917 24.338 38.142 52.526 37.687 �35.245 �35.251 �62.213 9.894

Table 5
Optimal PM schedule for each component.

j PM activities at the end of job k

k¼1 k¼2 k¼3 k¼4 k¼5 k¼6 k¼7 k¼8 k¼9 k¼10 k¼11 k¼12 k¼13 k¼14 k¼15 k¼16 k¼17

1 O O O O O O O O O O O O O O

2 O O O O O O O O O O O O

3 O O O O O O O O O O

4 O O O O O O O O O O

5 O O O O O O O O

6 O O O O O O O O O

7 O O O O O O O O

8 O O O O O O

Table 6
Comparison of the cumulative cost for maintenance for the three PM models.

PM method T(h) C(f/h)

Model 1

550

15.117

Model 2 14.997

The proposed PM model 13.821
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Table 6 gives a comparison of the cumulative cost for main-
tenance per unit time throughout [0, T] under these three
maintenance scheduling models. Table 6 shows that the total
cost for maintenance per unit time under the proposed PM model
is lower than those under the other two maintenance models.
This implies that the proposed model is effective in the PM
optimization for multi-component systems under changing job
shop schedule.
7. Conclusion

Most published researches on PM deal with the PM activities
without considering the constraint of production needs. However,
in reality, preventive maintenance is an indispensable part of a
manufacturing process and it is important to integrate production
decisions into developing optimal PM policies. This paper pro-
poses an opportunistic PM model for the multi-component
systems under changing job shop schedule. The proposed model
is based on dynamic programming and on short-term optimiza-
tion. The decision time interval of the model is consistent with
the duration of the current job, which is adaptive to the changing
of the job shop schedule. The numerical example implies the
proposed PM model is better than the other two PM models.
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